GRID CLASSIC ENDS IN 7 TO 7 TIE

UNIVERSITY ENTERTAINS MANY ALUMNI ON CAMPUS FOR ANNUAL HOMECOMING

CRAY JUDGES WILL REPRESENT IDAHO AT SHOW

VANDAL LEADER

IDAHO BASKETBALL SQUAD WILL START PRACTICE MONDAY

LETTUREMEN BACK

NON-CONFERENCE GAMES FOR TWO COAST LEAGUES

MILLER RETURNS FROM N. IDAHO

GRAD TALKS IDAHO SPIRIT AT ASSEMBLY

BALCH NAMED ON FORESTIER BOOK

DRAN PREDICTS AIRCRAFT TRADE SUFFERS STEEP DOWNTURN

DEAN ATTRACTIONS OUTSIDE STUDIES

CHICAGO ALUMNI HONOR ROLL

YES or NO?

CHICAGO ALUMNI HONOR ROLL

MORTON BOARD TO ENTERTAIN ALUMNI

Weather Is Ideal; Crowd of 15,000 Sees Teams Clash

"Bunch" Mosher's Performance in Running Back Punts Is Cornerstone; Burchart, "Chuck" Dilil and Kerashnik Star for Idaho.
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Smoother gals

HEAT PLANT IS READY FOR ZERO

DISEASE CONDITION LOOKS FAVORABLE

Vandal-Cougar Football History

 Thirty-four years ago the Vandal-Cougar game was arranged for the first time. There were two teams, one representing the state of Idaho and the other, the state of Washington. There were no means of transportation then, and the game was not played in the usual manner. The teams were composed of college students, and the game was played several miles from the game site. The game was won by the Cougars, who were better equipped for the game. The game was played in the open air, and no spectators were allowed. The game was reported in the newspapers of the state of Idaho.

The game was played in the open air, and no spectators were allowed. The game was reported in the newspapers of the state of Idaho.

Specials for FRIDAY

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT OUR STORE IS THE CHARTER HOUSE

The charter of the suits and topcoats tailored by Charter House will earn your most sincere liking.
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SOCIETY

Hallowe'en, with the power and joy of entertaining guests, the citizens of the "big gams" make a traditional, the little movement in the world. Several activities follow each year in a family-oriented setting enabling all to enjoy the good-humor of October. The city of Pocatello is perhaps the most popular, but many other events take place in smaller towns throughout the valley. The events usually include costume contests, parades, and various other activities. The Pocatello event is particularly well-known for its large crowd and festive atmosphere.

FALSCOMBE

Today, November 21st:
- "Shelbyville Ball," held at the Shelbyville Ballroom, featuring a fashion show and live music.
- "Pocatello Pet Parade," starting at 3 PM at the Pocatello Civic Center, with prizes for the best-dressed pets.
- "Kuna Christmas Tree Lighting," held at the Kuna City Park, with a tree Lighting ceremony and hot cocoa.
- "Bannock County Fair," located at the Bannock County Fairgrounds, featuring a variety of exhibits and entertainment.

At 2:30 PM in the Idaho State Capitol:
- "Idaho State Symphony Orchestra Concert," featuring a performance of classic and contemporary music.

AT IDAHO IN 1901

FIRST FRATERNITY

Group Organized 12 Years After University Found

Solving Health Problem

Idaho's oldest is the Phi Delta Theta Fraternity, which was founded in 1901. The University of Idaho was founded in 1889, but it was not until 1901 that the first fraternity was organized. The Phi Delta Theta Fraternity was founded on November 2, 1901, and has been an integral part of the University of Idaho since then. The fraternity is known for its philanthropic work and its commitment to improving the health and well-being of its members. The fraternity has a long history of supporting health-related causes, and it continues to do so today.

ANDERSON CENTER

CURIO COLLECTION FOR IDAHO LOST

What is the history of the Anderson Center?

The Anderson Center was founded in 1901, and it was later renamed in honor of its benefactor, Mr. Anderson. The center's mission is to preserve and promote Idaho's history and culture.

The Anderson Center's collection includes artifacts, documents, and memorabilia that showcase the state's rich history. It is a resource for researchers and a place for the public to learn about Idaho's past.

On November 19, 1901, a collection of artifacts was donated to the Anderson Center. These artifacts included a variety of items, such as a map of the state, a photograph of the first school in Idaho, and a series of letters written by early settlers.

Unfortunately, the collection was lost in 1901, and its whereabouts have been unknown ever since. Many efforts have been made to locate and recover the collection, but it remains missing to this day. The Anderson Center continues to search for the lost collection, and it is hoped that one day it will be found and reunited with the state of Idaho.

VANDERWAL CENTRE

VANDERWAL CENTRE

Lowell Phillips, who is a native of Idaho, has been appointed as the new Director of the Vanderwal Centre. Phillips, who has a degree in history from the University of Idaho, is a well-known expert on Idaho's history. He has written several books on the subject and is a frequent speaker at conferences and events.

The Vanderwal Centre is a museum that is dedicated to the history and culture of Idaho. It was founded in 1901 and is located in Boise. The centre houses a variety of exhibits and artifacts that showcase the state's rich history.

GLENWOOD HUT

CRAWFORD BACK FROM COLORADO

Glenwood Crawford, who is a native of Idaho, has returned from his trip to Colorado. Crawford, who is a well-known artist, has been working on a new series of paintings that are inspired by the Colorado landscape. He has been praised for his attention to detail and his ability to capture the beauty of the Colorado wilderness.
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A Few Hands of Bridge

Before a crackling fire
place, within windy winds
are blowin' out the doors,
with a hot drink after
the game take a delightful
ending for 4 o'clock
dates

The Blue Bucket Inn
GOOD FOOD COOKED BY A CHEF WHO CARES

Making Bore Holes

Lesson No. 4 of
BLASTERS' HANDBOOK

A BORE may be a rock saw, a small
hand drill or a large drill, a deep
well, hole in a wall or a tunnel.

And in all the great variety of
tube holes there lies a number of
methods, conditions, precautions and
implements.

What is a rock punch? A rock punch
churn drill, a hammer drill, drill, point
drills and point drills.

And it is thus that we are
looking into the production of
sound, useful, and safe tunnels.

You can put on absolutely FREE
party by reading this chapter.
Get it in the mail NOW.

EVERY pipe is a Sunny Jimmympipe when it's packed with P.A.
The tidy red tin changes the blues
and hood! Why, you feel bet
ter than you open the tin and get
that marvelous P.A. smoke. Every
dose becomes a cheer, and
you're sitting on top of
the world.

Then you look up and light up.
That taste-that never-to-be-
gotten, can't-get-too-much-of-it
taste! Can be a com-fun from
the stageline. Sweet as retaliation.
Mild and mellifluous and long-burn-
ing, with a balanced body that
satisfies, right to the bottom of
the bowl.

You find that P.A. never bites your tongue or parches your
throat, no matter how often
you smoke and smoke. Get on
the sunny side of life with a pipe and
P.A. Buy a tidy red tin today and
make the personal test. Pipes were
born for tobacco like this.

PRINCE ALBERT
—The national joy smoke!